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Home Invasion Robbery Tied to Drug Dealing

On Sunday, February 22, 2105 at approximately 10:00 pm three (3) men wearing masks forced their way into a Hamilton Street residence and held a female occupant at gun point while they stole various items including cellular phones and jewelry from the house. The female occupant indicated that her roommates jumped out of a window when they saw the suspects coming. She feels the suspects were targeting her roommates because they frequently dealt marijuana from that residence. She described the suspects as one African-American male wearing a tan vest and boots; and two Hispanic males, both wearing black hooded sweatshirts. The female victim was not injured as a result of this incident.

Investigating detectives observed evidence inside the residence confirming the female’s statements regarding her roommate’s drug dealing, and the roommates were quickly located by detectives approximately a block away outside a pizza shop. The roommates were identified as:

Cesar Terreros-Andreade (22 year old male from New Brunswick),
Edward Hernandez (18 year old male from New Brunswick), and
William Lawrence (23 year old male from New Brunswick).

Both Terreros-Andreade and Hernandez are charged with Obstruction, Possession of Marijuana and Possession of Drug Paraphernalia. William Lawrence is charged with Obstruction at this time. This investigation is ongoing as detectives try to identify the home invasion suspects and examine the extent of the drug dealing from the residence. Anyone with information is asked to call Detective Brandt Gregus at (732) 745-5217.
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